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III. Course objectives
On completion of the class, a student should be able:
* to prepare an object-oriented design of small/medium scale problems
* to demonstrate the differences between traditional imperative design and object-oriented design
* to explain class structures as fundamental, modular building blocks
* to understand the role of inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic binding and generic structures in building reusable code
* to explain and to use defensive programming strategies, employing formal assertions and exception handling
* to write small/medium scale C++ programs
* to use classes written by other programmers when constructing their systems
* to understand and to use fundamental data structures: collections, sets, dictionaries, lists, stacks, queues, trees, graphs.

IV. Course contents
1.	Basic elements of  C++ language. 
-	Lexical elements. Operators. Conversions.
-	Data types. Variables. Constants. 
-	Visibility scope and lifetime of the variables.
-	Namespaces.
2.	Statements and functions in C++.
-	C++ Statements.
-	Function declaration and definition.
-	Function overloading.
-	Inline function.
3.	Derived data types and user data types, dynamic allocation in C++. 
-	Data types: array and struct.
-	Data types: pointer and reference. 
-	Memory allocation and deallocation.
-	Pointers to functions and pointers void.
4.	Modular programming in C++.
-	Header files. Libraries.
-	Modular implementations of ADTS.
-	Using the void  pointer to achieve genericity.
5.	Object oriented in C++. 
-	Classes and objects.
-	Members of a class. Access modifiers.
-	Constructors / destructors
-	UML diagrams for classes (members, accessibility).
-	Association and aggregation relations  between  
                 classes -UML representation;
6.	Operators' overloading. Static members. Friends. 
-	Class Linked_List. Iterator on list. 
7.	Inheritance  
-	Simple inheritance. Derived classes.
-	Substitution principle.
-	Method overriding.
-	Multiple inheritance. 
-	Specialization/generalization relation - UML representation.
8.	Polymorphism.  
-	Virtual methods.
-	Dynamic binding. 
-	Virtual inheritance.
-	Code reusing (inheritance/composition).
-	Conversions (upcast/downcast).
9.	Object oriented design and interface based design. 
-	Abstract classes, interfaces.
-	UML representation for interfaces.
-	Object oriented design of a library of the basic data structures 
10.	Input/output operation.  (C10+S10)
-	I/O streams. I/O Hierarchies of classes.
-	Format. Manipulators.
-	Files.
11.	Templates. 
-	Template functions. Template classes. 
-	Source-code reusing.
12.	STL  library
-	Container classes and iterators.
-	 STL algorithms.
13.	Exception handling. 
-	Notion of exception in programming.
-	Exception handling. in C++.
14.	Visual C++ environment.  
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks
(C1-C14 lectures, S1-S14 seminars, L1-L14 laboratories) 

Basic elements of  C++ language. (C1 + S1)
	Lexical elements. Operators. Conversions.
Data types. Variables. Constants. 
Visibility scope and lifetime of the variables.
Namespaces.
(L1- simple C++ programs)

	Statements and functions in C++.(C2+ S2)
	C++ Statements.

Function declaration and definition.
Function overloading.
Inline function.
(L2 – structured C++ programs)

	Derived data types and user data types, dynamic allocation in C++. (C3+ S3)
	Data types: array and struct.

Data types: pointer and reference. 
Memory allocation and deallocation.
Pointers to functions and pointers void.
(L3 – data structures dynamic allocated in C++)

	Modular programming in C++.(C4 + S4)
	Header files. Libraries.

Modular implementations of ADTS.
Using the void  pointer to achieve genericity.
(L4- modular implementation of ADTs Set and Collection)

	Object oriented in C++. (C5+ S5)
	Classes and objects.

Members of a class. Access modifiers.
Constructors / destructors
UML diagrams for classes (members, accessibility).
Association and aggregation relations  between  
                 classes -UML representation;
(L5- object oriented implementation of ADT Rational_Number, Polynomial)

	Operators’ overloading. Static members. Friends. (C6)
	Class Linked_List. Iterator on list. (S6)

(L6- object oriented implementation ADT List)
 
	Inheritance  (C7+S7)
	Simple inheritance. Derived classes.

Substitution principle.
Method overriding.
Multiple inheritance. 
Specialization/generalization relation - UML representation.
 (L7- Linked lists implementation)

	Polymorphism.  (C8+S8)
	Virtual methods.

Dynamic binding. 
Virtual inheritance.
Code reusing (inheritance/composition).
Conversions (upcast/downcast).

	Object oriented design and interface based design. (C9+S9)
	Abstract classes, interfaces.

UML representation for interfaces.
Object oriented design of a library of the basic data structures 
(L8, L9- implementation of a library of the basic data structures:  collections, sets, maps, lists, trees)

	Input/output operation.  (C10+S10)
	I/O streams. I/O Hierarchies of classes.

Format. Manipulators.
Files.
(L10 –I/O operations – different tests)

	Templates. (C11+S11)
	Template functions. Template classes. 

Source-code reusing.
(L11-ADT List implementation using Templates)

	STL  libraries(C12+S12)
	Container classes and iterators.

 STL algorithms.
(L12 – programs that use STL sorting algorithms)

	Exception handling. (C13+S13)
	Notion of exception in programming.

Exception handling. in C++.
(L13- robust implementations of ADT Stack and Queue using exception handling)

	Visual C++ environment. (C14+S14) 

  (L14- simple program in Visual C++)


VII. Didactic methods used


VIII. Assessment
Final grade is obtained based on: 
	Laboratory activity N1: 25% 

Seminar activity N2: 15%
Written exam N3: 40%
Practical exam N4: 20%
The written exam and the practical exam are sustained during the exams’ session. 
Final grade NF = (N1*25+N2*15+N3*40+N4*20)/100
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